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Angle grinders 

Art.92411 

Description: 

Angle grinder DeWalt DWE4056 for mm 115 disks, 800 W, compact 

body to use in narrow spaces. Speed 11800 rpm with soft start, 

spindle locking and quick easy accessories change, pop off brushes, 

protected motor. No-Volt release switch prevents the unit from 

starting unintentionally when locked on, switch must be consciously 

reset before power is delivered. Equipment: protective keyless guard, 

orientable side handle, inner and outer disc flanges, spanner.  

Angle grinder 115 mm DWE4056, 800 W 

Angle grinder 115 mm DWE4016, 700 W  Art.92409 

Description:  

Angle grinder DeWalt DWE4016, economic model, for mm 115 disks, 

700 W, compact body to use in narrow spaces. Speed 11000 rpm, 

spindle locking and quick easy accessories change, pop off brushes, 

protected motor. No-Volt release switch prevents the unit from 

starting unintentionally when locked on, switch must be consciously 

reset before power is delivered. Equipment: protective keyless guard, 

orientable side handle, inner and outer disc flanges, spanner. 

PROMO 

€ 59,00  

PROMO 

€ 49,00  

UTENSILI ELETTRICI 



Art.92474  

Description: 

Angle grinder DeWalt DWE492 for mm 230 disks, 2200 W. 

Speed 6600 rpm, spindle locking and quick easy 

accessories change, easy access to brushes. Equipment: 

protective keyless guard, orientable side handle, inner 

and outer disc flanges, spanner. 

Angle grinder 230 mm DWE492, 2200 W 

PROMO 

€ 89,00 

UTENSILI ELETTRICI 

ELETTROUTENSILI 

GARANTITI DEWALT: 

OCCASIONI 

IMPERDIBILI!* 

Angle grinders 



UTENSILI ELETTRICI 

Brushless hammer DCD796P2 XR 18 V 5.0 Ah 

Description:  

Brushless hammer 

DCD796P2.  

 

15 position adjustable 

torque control for 

consistent screw driving 

into a variety of 

materials. 

Ergonomic design with 

rubber grip over-mould 

improving users comfort 

Intelligent trigger design 

allows for total control of 

application. 

Two speed all metal 

transmission for 

increased runtime and 

longer tool life. 

Ultra compact, lightweight design allows use in confined 

spaces. 

Steel belt hook and magnetic bit holder ensures strong 

storage solutions. 

Brushless Motor Technology for excellent efficiency. 

Part of the intelligent XR Series designed for efficiency and 

making applications faster. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Art.93129 

PROMO 

€ 289,00  

Cordless hammer drills 



UTENSILI ELETTRICI 

Cordless hammer drills 

Art.93132 

PROMO 

€ 319,00  

Cordless hammer drill DCD996P2 XRP, 3 speeds, XR 18 V 

Description: 

Cordless hammer drill DeWalt DCD996P2 XRP 

Brushless with XR Lithium battery 18 V - 5 Ah for 

drilling and screwdriving applications. 3 variable and 

reversible speeds, 11 positions adjustable torque 

control, electronic clutch, metal gear box, metal 

keyless chuck mm 13 with spindle locking and quick 

drill change, 3 position led light. Brushless motor for a 

long life without service, more durability. Equipment: 

multi-voltage battery charger, 2 XR Lithium batteries 

18 V - 5 Ah, side handle, belt hook, magnetic bit 

holder, T-STAK case. 



UTENSILI ELETTRICI 

Cordless hammer drill DCD709D2T, 2 speeds, XR 18 V 

Description:  

18V XR COMPACT 

BRUSHLESS HAMMER 

DRILL DRIVER  - BARE 

DCD709D2T 

 

Only 175mm in length, 

allowing you to get in to 

even smaller spaces. 

Only 1.2kg (tool only) 

for ultimate portability 

and ease of use. 

65Nm torque allows 

you to achieve tough 

applications. 

Efficient brushless 

motor delivers high 

performance, extends 

tool life and allows for a 

much shorter design. 

Foot LED with delay 

feature for better workpiece illumination. 

15 position adjustable torque control for consistent screw 

driving into a variety of materials. 

Art.93134 

PROMO 

€ 189,00  

*PREZZI IVA ESCLUSA.  

PER ARTICOLI DISPONIBILI A MAGAZZINO.  

FINO AD ESAURIMENTO SCORTE. 

OFFERTA maggio 2022. 

Cordless hammer drills 



UTENSILI ELETTRICI 

PROMO 

€ 149,00  

Combination hammer D25133K, 26 J 

Descrizione: 

Combination hammer DeWalt D25133K with SDS-Plus 

coupling and quick change 13 mm keyless chuck, with 

power 2,6 J. Rotation, percussion and chiselling mode for 

drilling anchors and fixing holes into concrete, brick and 

masonry from 4 mm to 26 mm. Impact-stop for drilling in 

wood, steel and ceramic. Variable and reversible speed 

1500 rpm with electronic control and friction. Equipment: 

multi-position side handle, quick change keyless chuck, T-

Stack case 

Art.93824 

Combination hammers 



 

Sei pronto ad ordinare? 
 

• Manda un email a info@gnuttibortolo.com 
 

• Oppure vai su www.gnuttibortolo.com!!! 

 
• Seguici su Facebook 
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